Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) had a great impact on the medical community. The effect on medical staff has been reported widely. The impact on patient care, however, has yet to be systematically examined. The goal of this study is to examine any effect that SARS visitation restrictions had on mood, pain ratings, pain catastrophizing, perceived social support from nurses, and satisfaction with care from nurses during acute postoperative hospitalization following total knee replacement surgery for knee joint osteoarthritis. 15 consecutive patients who underwent surgery when SARS visitation restrictions were imposed and 14 consecutive patients who underwent surgery following the lifting of SARS visitation restrictions were assessed on the first three says after surgery. Participants completed the Shortened Version of Profile of Mood States (SPOMS; Shacham, 1983), the Modified Short Version -- McGill Pain Questionnaire (MSF-MPQ, Melzack, 1987), the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS; Sullivan, Bishop, & Pivik, 1995), the Medical Outcomes Study SS Scale (MOS SSS; Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991), and the Nursing Satisfaction Questionnaire. Results: Patients reported perceiving more social support from nurses after the SARS visitation restrictions were lifted (t(80) = -3.352, p \< .001). No significant differences were found on mood, pain ratings, pain catastrophizing, and satisfaction with care from nurses. It is clear that SARS visitation restrictions had a significant impact on the degree of support that patients perceived to be available from nursing staff.
